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Abstract – It is demonstrated experimentally that the plasma-wake–mediated resonant coupling of the longitudinal in-plane and out-of-plane collective motion in two-dimensional plasma
crystals can be induced by applying an external forcing. The experimental observations are supported by numerical analysis of the forced collective dynamics of particles with the wake-mediated
interactions.
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Introduction. – Two-dimensional (2D) complex plasmas [1,2] are often used as model systems to study
at the kinetic (particle) level generic phenomena occurring in liquids and crystals [3,4] such as phase transitions, wave propagation, dislocation dynamics, plastic
deformation [5–8]. In a radio-frequency (rf) discharge,
microparticles are levitating in the sheath where an inhomogeneous vertical electric ﬁeld exerts an electric force
able to balance the gravity [9,10], and to ensure stiﬀ conﬁnement of the monolayer. On the other hand, the ﬁeldinduced ion stream is focussed downstream of each particle and thus creates a perturbed region called the “plasma
wake”. Wakes exert an attractive force on the neighbouring particles and make the particle pair interactions nonreciprocal [11–14].
Generally, in 2D complex plasma crystals, three
wave modes can be sustained: two in-plane modes
—longitudinal (compressional) and transverse (shear) [15],
and one out-of-plane mode [16]. When the crystal is sufﬁciently dense and/or the vertical conﬁnement is suﬃciently weak, the out-of-plane wave mode can cross the
in-plane longitudinal mode (usually this occurs at the border of the ﬁrst Brillouin zone). Due to the non-reciprocal
wake forces, the crossing is accompanied by the formation of the hybrid mode which has a positive growth rate,
i.e., energy is transferred from the ﬂowing plasma to the
crystal. This can trigger the mode coupling instability
(MCI) [17,18] and the melting of the crystalline monolayer [19–22]. The hybrid mode has distinct ﬁngerprints:
critical angular dependence (the formation of the hybrid
mode and the onset of the mode coupling instability depend on the direction of the wave vector compared to the
lattice main axis —see inset of ﬁg. 1), a mixed polarisation,
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Fig. 1: (Colour online). Sketch of the experimental setup.
Microparticles are conﬁned above the rf powered electrode.
The Mach cone and subsonic lateral wakes are triggered by
heavy particles moving under the crystalline monolayer. The
inset shows elementary cell of the hexagonal lattice and the
frame of reference chosen in this paper, the orientation angle θ
of the wave vector k is measured from the x-axis.

conﬁnement and dust density thresholds [19], synchronisation of the particle motion [23].
In a recent article [20], it was shown theoretically that
wake-induced mode coupling is possible in both crystalline and liquid complex plasmas. Remarkably, in liquid
complex plasmas, the conﬁnement and density thresholds
(which are important features of the MCI in 2D crystals)
disappear, and the instability growth rate is higher.
In this letter, we demonstrate experimentally that the
wake-mediated mode coupling can also be induced by forcing in-plane longitudinal waves. The resonances between
these forced modes and the out-of-plane eigenmode reveal
characteristic ﬁngerprints of the hybrid mode.
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Table 1: Experimental parameters. Parameters of the 2D crystal have been extracted from experimental data by simultaneously
ﬁtting the low-wave-number part (kΔ < 2.5) of the longitudinal and transverse spectra with the theoretical dispersion relation
obtained for pure Yukawa interactions [22]. The errors for Q and κ, obtained from the nonlinear least squares ﬁt (95% conﬁdence
interval), are  6% and  22%, respectively. The vertex velocities are the averaged values in the analysed ﬁeld of view, obtained
after tracking.

Parameter
Argon pressure
RF power
Particle diameter
Averaged interparticle distance
Longitudinal dust-lattice wave speed
Transverse dust-lattice wave speed
Debye length
Screening parameter
Particle charge in electron charges
Vertical resonance frequency
Mach cone vertex velocity
Subsonic lateral wake vertex velocity

Symbol
p
Pw
2a
Δ
CL
CT
λ
κ = Δ/λ
Q
fv
vM C
vSW

Experimental setup. – The experimental setup used
in this study has been extensively described in previous publications [19,21,24]. Experiments were performed
in a (modiﬁed) GEC chamber, in a capacitively coupled
rf glow discharge at 13.56 MHz. The argon pressure p
was between 0.4 Pa and 1 Pa and the forward rf power
P was between 5 W and 20 W (see ﬁg. 1). A horizontal monolayer, up to 60 mm in diameter, was formed by
levitating melamine-formaldehyde particles with a diameter 2a = 9.19 ± 0.14 μm in the plasma sheath above the
lower rf electrode. The dust particle cloud was illuminated by two laser sheets: a vertical one and a horizontal
one. The particles were imaged through a window at the
top of the chamber by a Photron FASTCAM 1024 PCI
camera at a speed of 250 frames per second. The particle horizontal coordinates, x and y, and the respective
velocities, vx and vy , were then extracted with sub-pixel
resolution in each frame by using a standard particle tracking technique [25]. The particle vertical velocities vz were
deduced by analysing the scattered-light intensity variations [26]. An additional side-view camera (Basler Ace
ACA640-100GM or Photron FASTCAM 1024 PCI) was
used to check that we were indeed working with a single
layer of particles.
Results. – To launch waves in the plasma crystal,
we used the wakes of fast-moving extra particles beneath
the main layer. This method was inspired by Samsonov
et al. [27]. In order to create the Mach cone (MC) [27]
and the subsonic lateral wakes (SW) [28], the particle
cloud was not completely puriﬁed. A few (heavier) particles were present beneath the crystalline monolayer (see
ﬁg. 1), with velocities above (MC) or below (SW) the
longitudinal sound speed in the lattice (see table 1). The
moving heavy particle lifted up the microparticles directly
above it and compressed the monolayer in the direction of

Unit
Pa
W
μm
μm
(mm/s)
(mm/s)
(μm)
(e)
(Hz)
(mm/s)
(mm/s)

Exp.
0.42
20
9.19 ± 0.14
550
44.7 ± 5.1
8.2 ± 1.5
733
0.97
21460
24 ± 1
60.4 ± 4.5
42.3 ± 1.4

Simulation
–
–
–
550
47.5
8.3
733
0.75
20000
22
–
–
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Fig. 2: (Colour online) a) Map of the particle number density
calculated at the inverse area of the respective Voronoi cells
(coded from white to black). The black frame is the ﬁeld of
view used to compute of the current spectra. The spatial scale
is shown by the horizontal bar in the bottom left corner. Note
the Mach cone (MC) at the top and the subsonic lateral wake
(SW) at the bottom. b) Velocities of the heavy particles generating MC (blue) and SW (red) in the time span used for the
calculation of the current ﬂuctuation spectra. Bold lines are
when the heavy particles are in the analysed ﬁeld of view.
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its motion. While these excitations had three-dimensional
structure [24], the launched in-plane waves were much
stronger than the out-of-plane ones (the launched in-plane
waves had larger amplitudes and greater spatial extent
than the out-of-plane waves). Due to the strongly-coupled
nature of the crystalline state, the created excitations were
ﬁrst compressive and then rarefactive. MC and SW consisted of two waves (the wing) propagating at a given angle compared to the lattice orientation (see ﬁg. 2). The
MC wings were straight while the SW wings were bent.
These forced oscillations were thus used to investigate the
induced mode-coupling resonances.
The parameters of the crystal (see table 1) were such
that the crossing of the in-plane longitudinal mode with
the out-of-plane mode was very shallow and only visible
at an angle of 0 ◦ (or 180 ◦ ) compared to the lattice main
axis [19,22]. This is well evidenced in ﬁg. 3(a) and (c)
where traces of mixed polarisation and hot spots are visible near the border of the ﬁrst Brillouin zone. The heavy
particles moved in a straight line at a given angle compared to the lattice main axis. Consequently, MC and
SW traces in the in-plane longitudinal spectra were angledependent. These traces are clearly visible in ﬁgs. 3(a)
and (c) as straight lines in the low-k part of the longitudinal ﬂuctuation spectra. It should be noted that the
forced mode branches are clearly detached from the thermal wave modes for normalised wave number kΔ  1,
where Δ is the mean interparticle distance. The resonant
coupling of the forced in-plane modes (lower branches) and
the out-of-plane eigenmode (upper branch) is revealed by
the induced hot spots occurring at the respective crossing points (ﬁg. 3). These spots are perfectly aligned
with the low-k traces visible in the in-plane spectra. The
forced coupling is observed, as it has to be expected, both
in the in-plane and out-of-plane spectra. The traces of
the mixed polarisation, well recognisable in the longitudinal ﬂuctuation spectra, are signatures of wake-mediated
mode coupling [19]. Therefore, their enhancement at
the crossing points with the acoustic excitations, seen in
ﬁg. 3(a), (c), (d), (f) as bright spots in the spectra, is a
clear manifestation of a forced wake-mediated resonance.
It is important to note also that a direct resonant excitation of the MC and SW waves caused by the essentially
three-dimensional character of the perturbation, even if
signiﬁcantly weaker, could not be ruled out. For example,
the relatively weak forced vertical oscillations observed in
ref. [24], despite their evident resonant nature, were of this
kind. The hot spot positions are also angle-dependent (see
supplemental movie Supplemental.avi1 ).
Discussion. – In 2D complex plasmas, the wakemediated coupling between the collective in-plane and
1 From the left to the right: out-of-plane, in-plane longitudinal,
and in-plane transverse particle current ﬂuctuation spectra as a function of the propagation angle θ. θ is given compared to the lattice
main axis (see inset of ﬁg. 1; θ = 0◦ corresponds to a −14.5◦ rotation
of the video frames). Note the angular dependence of the MC and
SW traces. (The video has been tested with VLC.)

Frequency (Hz)
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kΔ
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Fig. 3: (Colour online) Resonant coupling with ((a), (d)) the
subsonic lateral wake (SW) and with ((c), (f)) the Mach cone
(MC). Spectra in a direction exhibiting no resonance are given
in (b), (e). (a)–(c) and (d)–(f) are the in-plane longitudinal and
out-of-plane particle velocity ﬂuctuation spectra, respectively.
Only the ﬁrst Brillouin zone is shown, the beginning of the second zone is shaded. In (b), (e), the ﬁtted longitudinal and outof-plane dispersion curves are shown (thin dashed lines). Note
that the ﬁt was performed simultaneously for the in-plane longitudinal and transverse spectra and not for the out-of-plane
spectrum. SW ((a), (d)) and MC ((c), (f)) primarily generate
in-plane collective motion —the forced modes underlined, respectively, by the bold-solid and bold-dashed lines are clearly
visible in (a), (c). The resonant coupling of the forced in-plane
modes (lower branches) with the out-of-plane (upper branch)
eigenmode, occurring at the respective crossing points, is revealed by the induced hot spots. In the most unstable direction
θ = −180◦ and θ = 0◦ (see the inset of ﬁg. 1), the bright spots
close to the border of the ﬁrst Brillouin zone indicate the formation of the regular hybrid mode (due to the crossing of the
eigenmodes) [19,22]. The angle θ is given compared to the lattice main axis (θ = 0◦ corresponds to a −14.5◦ rotation of the
video frames).
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at an angle of 0◦ compared to the main lattice direction)
and the monolayer was described by Yukawa/point-wake
model [37]. The resulting particle motion gives the Mach
cone pattern seen in ﬁg. 4(a), (b).
Conclusion. – To conclude, we have experimentally
demonstrated that wake-mediated resonant mode coupling can be induced in a two-dimensional plasma crystal by exciting (predominantly) longitudinal waves in the
crystals (using heavy particles travelling under the crystalline layer). The observations are supported by calculations of the forced wake-induced resonance based on the
theory of the mode-coupling instability in complex plasma
Fig. 4: (Colour online) In-plane longitudinal (a) and out-of- crystals [19,22,37]. The obtained results demonstrate the
plane (b) ﬂuctuation spectra, numerically calculated for the fundamental eﬀect of the wake-mediated mode coupling in
conditions of the Mach cone experiment and representing, re- 2D and quasi-2D plasma crystals.
spectively, the spectra shown in ﬁg. 3(c) and (f). The acoustic
excitation (straight line) is produced by a test charge moving
underneath a crystalline monolayer along the direction θ = 0◦ ,
to mimic the Mach cone generated by a supersonic projectile
particle.
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